Paradigm Powerboats Warranty Information
Engines are warranted for material defects and workmanship for the time period of one calendar year.
Customer must understand the safety procedures and operation of the vessel prior to use. A coast guard
approved safety boating course is also recommended.
Engine warranty does not cover: neglect, abuse, and physical damage, or water damage, operator error.
Which includes, but not limited to.
The engines do NOT have automatic shut down systems, due to the safety of the operators on board the
vessel. However, if engines are operated and any length of time (Over 5 seconds) in warning Alarm
parameters, without throttle coming to an idle, the warranty of the engine will be void. This will be
considered “abuse”.
Operator error (Hot start / engine over speeds).
Sinking of boat/engines.
Water in fuel system due to: ( Bad fuel or otherwise).
Lack of maintenance: (Oil / lube / cleaning / change of worn brake components / batteries, cleaning water
in electrical components).
Physical damage to parts / engines: (Result of poor service, by service professional, or un-safe water
conditions).
Maintained by un-authorized service shop / or people.
All warranty service work will be performed at Paradigm Powerboats’ facile at 1940 NW 32nd street
Pompano Beach, Florida 33064. Unless Paradigm Powerboats deems it to be serviceable in the field by its
staff, or an authorized contractor.
Any transport / airfare or shipping cost associated with parts repair/replacement, engine warranty repairs
at Paradigm powerboats facility in Pompano Beach’s is the sole responsibility of the customers.
Any repairs not deemed covered under warranty, will be repaired after owners approval. Labor rate of
$95per hr. will apply. Parts will be charged at cost + 15%.
If the vessel participates in any form of official speed trials, or racing, all warranties are null and void.
All items installed in the boat other then the engines will hold the warranties of the manufacturer that it
was supplied by.
Warranty’s are NOT transferable when vessel are sold.

